Diagnosing Heart Diseases for Type 2 Diabetic Patients by Cascading the Data Mining Techniques
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Abstract—Motivated by the world-wide increasing mortality of heart disease patients each year, researchers have been using data mining techniques to help health care professionals in the diagnosis of heart disease. Heart disease is the leading cause of death in the world over the past 10 years. Researchers have been using several data mining techniques to help health care professionals in the diagnosis of heart disease. To review the primary prevention studies that focused on the development, validation and impact assessment of a heart disease risk model, scores or rules that can be applied to patients with type 2 diabetes. Efficient predictive modeling is required for medical researchers and practitioners. Attribute values measurement using entropy and information gain parameters. This study proposes Hybrid type 2 diabetes Prediction Model which uses Improved Fuzzy C Means (IFCM) clustering algorithm aimed at validating chosen class label of given data in which incorrectly classified instances are removed and pattern extracted from original data. Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm is used to build the final classifier model by using the k-fold cross-validation method. The aim of this paper is to highlight all the techniques and risk factors that are considered for diagnosis of heart disease. This paper will provide a roadmap for researchers seeking to understand existing automated diagnosis of heart disease.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Diabetes is the most common disease nowadays in all populations and in all age groups. It is a disease in which the body does not produce or properly use insulin. The cells in our body require glucose for growth for which insulin is quite essential. When someone has diabetes, little or no insulin is secreted. In this situation, plenty of glucose is available in the blood stream but the body is unable to use it [1]. Basically there are two types of diabetes, viz. Type-1 and Type-2. Type-1 diabetes occurs when the body’s immune system is attacked and the beta cells (these cells produce insulin) of pancreas are destroyed. This results in insulin deficiency. The only treatment to Type-1 diabetes is insulin. On the other hand, Type-2 diabetes is caused by relative insulin deficiency. Pancreas in Type-2 diabetes still produces insulin but it may not be effective or may not produce sufficient amount of insulin to control blood glucose [2]. Type-2 diabetes is the most common type of diabetes [3], which usually develops at age 40 and older.

Type-2 diabetes is serious global health problem, which, for most countries, has evolved in association with rapid cultural and social changes, ageing populations, increasing urbanization, dietary changes, reduced physical activity and other unhealthy lifestyle and behavioral patterns. People with type 2 diabetes have a twofold increased risk of heart disease [4-5]. Guidelines for the management of type 2 diabetes advocate calculating heart disease risk to guide the initiation of appropriate treatment [5-6]. Over the past decades many prediction models (or risk scores) have been developed to predict heart disease of which only a small number have been specifically developed for people with type 2 diabetes [7].

Among these stages analysis of type 2 diabetes with heart disease risk factors, first the collection of data and removal of the irrelevant data plays major important role to improve the prediction results of the type 2 diabetes. The major important steps of the proposed works as follows: Preprocessing of the data using dimensionality reduction principal component analysis (PCA) method it is also used for dimensionality reduction to reduce the complexity of the dataset. Once the dimensionality is reduced in the data then risk factors of heart disease are analyzed using similarity measures like entropy, information gain. The purpose of this study is to build a Hybrid Prediction Model that should perform unsupervised classification methods based on Improved Fuzzy C Means clustering (IFCM) accurately classify newly diagnosed patients into either a group that is likely to develop type 2 diabetes. Then perform supervised classification using support vector machine (SVM) classification methods. The aim of this
study was to identify all heart disease prediction models (or scores or rules) that can be applied to patients with type 2 diabetes, and subsequently to assess their status.

2. BACKGROUND STUDY

Managing the numerous risk factors responsible for heart disease in T2DM represents an ongoing challenge for primary care clinicians, strongly influencing their decisions about treatment approaches for this complex disease[10]. Established risk factors include poor control of glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c) levels, systolic blood pressure, and lipid levels, along with age, sex, ethnicity, smoking status, and disease duration [10-11]. This model predicts fatal heart disease over 10 years based on five predictors namely, sex, age, smoking, systolic blood pressure and either total cholesterol or ratio total/high-density lipoprotein- cholesterol. The predictive ability of SCORE in patients with type 2 diabetes, however, has been assessed by three studies and was similar to other heart disease prediction models included in our review[13-14].

Insulin resistance is an early and major component of T2DM and an independent risk factor for heart disease. Endothelial dysfunction and increased carotid intima-media thickness [16], may be early, reversible features of heart disease and can be assessed non-invasively. Thus, early identification of insulin resistance and impaired endothelial function may identify those at particular risk of heart disease and enable targeting of aggressive risk factor control to those who will most benefit. Before studying the type 2 diabetes patient for heart disease risk factor analysis in the works, first study major important factors to analysis the results of heart disease for type 2 diabetes patients.

Important risk factors in Heart Disease with Type 2 Diabetes (T2D)

Heart disease is a serious but preventable complication of type 2 diabetes (T2D) that results in substantial disease burden, increased health services use, and higher risk of premature mortality.

Modifiable risk factors are Smoking status, Blood pressure, Serum lipids, Waist circumference and body mass index, Nutrition, Physical activity level, Alcohol intake.

Non-modifiable risk factors Age and sex, Family history of premature heart disease, Social history including cultural identity, ethnicity, socioeconomic status and mental health Related conditions, Diabetes, Kidney function, Familial hypercholesterolaemia, Evidence of atrial fibrillation.

Managing the numerous risk factors responsible for heart disease in T2D represents an ongoing challenge for primary care clinicians, strongly influencing their decisions about treatment approaches for this complex disease.[17] Established risk factors include poor control of glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c) levels, systolic blood pressure, and lipid levels, along with age, sex, ethnicity, smoking status, and disease duration [18-19]. Many people with T2D are also hypertensive which contributes to the premature development of vascular disease. Diabetes is associated with a typical dyslipidaemia comprising mildly elevated levels of small dense low-density lipoprotein (LDL), reduced levels and altered composition of high-density lipoprotein (HDL) and increased triglyceride-rich lipoprotein particles. Glycated, small dense LDL is associated with increased oxidative stress within the vasculature, while reduced concentrations of altered HDL are less able to participate in athero protective functions such as reverse cholesterol transport.

The major aim of this study is propose the hybrid prediction model for the analysis of risk of cardiovascular disease in type-2 diabetic patients by applying preprocessing method to reduce the irrelevant data and missed data information which are not use for prediction of T2D for risk analysis of heart disease is removed in this stage using principal component analysis and dimensionality reduction also performed in this stage.then perform the attribute analysis of the risk factors based on the information gain and entropy values , develop hybrid prediction models for the prediction of a Type-2 Diabetic Patient. Hybrid prediction model performs the prediction based on the unsupervised classification methods initially the unsupervised classification methods refer a clustering methods to measure the similarity among the attributes for labeling the attributes under classes ,then perform support vector machine learning based classification task for prediction .

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The major objective of this proposed work is to examine the common clinical and behavioral factors that contribute to heart disease risk (i.e. attributable risk) among those with type 2 diabetes and perform hybrid prediction model .The major steps involved in the proposed system are: preprocessing of the type 2 diabetes patient (T2D) data with heart disease risk using principal component analysis (PCA) and dimensionality reduction is also performed using PCA. Then heart disease risk factors are estimated based on the metrics like information gain and entropy measurements to enhance the prediction accuracy results. The estimated heart disease risk factors are used for unsupervised classification using Improved
Fuzzy C Means (IFCM) clustering methods, which data is used prediction of T2D for heart disease risk factors. Then perform supervised classification task for prediction of type 2 diabetes patients with heart disease risk are predicted using support vector machine (SVM). The entire representation of the proposed system is illustrated in Figure 1.

FIG 1: ARCHITECTURE DIAGRAM OF THE PROPOSED WORK

3.1 DATASET INFORMATION
The dataset collected from real patient records which includes the following attributes for diabetes patients records. Number of times pregnant, Plasma glucose concentration a 2 hours in an oral glucose tolerance test, Diastolic blood pressure (mm Hg), Triceps skin fold thickness (mm), 2-Hour serum insulin (mu U/ml), Body mass index (weight in kg/(height in m)^2), Diabetes pedigree function, Age (years), and Class variable (0 or 1). These data are collected with the following CVD risk factors which includes BMI, Waist circumference (cm), Systolic blood pressure (SBP) (mmHg), Diastolic blood pressure (DBP) (mmHg), Glucose (mg/dl), Total cholesterol (mg/dl), High-Density Lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-c) (mg/dl), Low-Density Lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-c) (mg/dl), Triglycerides (mg/dl), HbA1c (glycosylated hemoglobin) (%), Fibrinogen (mg/dl), Ultrasensitive C reactive protein (us-CRP) (mg/L).

3.2 PREPROCESSING AND DIMENSIONALITY REDUCTION USING PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS (PCA)
The quality of the data is the most important aspect as it influences the quality of the results from the analysis. The data should be carefully collected, integrated, characterized, and prepared for analysis. In this study, we applied the principal component analysis (PCA) for preprocessing of type 2 diabetes (T2D) with heart disease risk factors as mentioned above. Initially, the data are collected for each patient which consists of the attributes those mentioned above. Once the data are collected with heart disease risk factors then whose patient records which doesn’t contain information about those attributes are removed, and which data eigenvector associated with the largest Eigen value is the most important vector that reflects the greatest variance for prediction process. From this point of the view the data are preprocessed and removed in the preprocessing stage.
PCA is reduced when there are more irrelevant data ones than the relevant T2D with heart disease risk factor ones.

3. 3 ATTRIBUTE VALUES MEASUREMENT

To measure the importance of the risk factor for heart disease, first analyze the results of the attributes based on their attribute value. In this work measure the values of the attributes for prediction of the CVD risk factor in T2D patients based on their metrics like entropy and information gain if the attribute values results of information gain and entropy is high it shows the prediction results of T2D with CVD risks factors are high. For each and every attribute values select highest value which is greater than the thresholds value. BMI, Weight (kg), Waist circumference (cm), SBP (mmHg), DBP (mmHg), Glucose (mg/dl), Total cholesterol (mg/dl), HDL-c (mg/dl), LDL-c (mg/dl), Triglycerides (mg/dl), HbA1c (%), Fibrinogen (mg/dl) and us-CRP (mg/L). Shannon defined the entropy H of a discrete random variable with possible values be the attributes with risk factors CVD and probability mass function as:

\[ H(X) = E[-\ln(P(x))] \]

where \( E \) is the expected value operator (maximum threshold value results), and \( P(x) \) is the information content (value of content) from patient record of it is itself a random variable. If the value of the attribute results is equal to entropy value then it is selected for risk factor estimation. When taken from a finite sample, the entropy can explicitly be written as

\[ H(X) = \sum_{i} P(x_i)\log P(x_i) \]

where \( \log \) is the base of the logarithm used. Common values of are 2.

Information gain is a measure of this change in entropy. Suppose \( S \) is a set of instances, \( A \) is an attribute, \( S_v \) is the subset of \( S \) with \( A=v \), and \( \text{Values}(A) \) is the set of all possible values of \( A \), then

\[ \text{Gain}(S, A) = \text{Entropy}(S) - \sum_{v \in \text{Values}(A)} \frac{|S_v|}{|S|} \cdot \text{Entropy}(S_v) \]
A risk equation was created for estimation of the risk of heart disease, using $q$ and the HRs for the nine predictors, After the calculation of entropy and information gain

$$CVD_{risk} = (1 - \exp[-c_{1} \times a_{1}^{BMI} \times a_{2}^{W} \times a_{3}^{HbA1c} \times a_{4}^{SBP} \times a_{5}^{DBP} \times a_{6}^{CRP} \times a_{7}^{BMI} \times a_{8}^{Tc} \times a_{9}^{HDL-C} \times a_{10}^{LDL-C} \times a_{11}^{TRC} \times a_{12}^{Fibrinogen} \times a_{13}^{HbA1c} \times a_{14}^{F}]$$

(6)

For each and every attribute values select highest value which is greater than the thresholds value. BMI, Weight (kg), Waist circumference (cm), SBP (mmHg), DBP (mmHg), Glucose (mg/dl), Total cholesterol (mg/dl), HDL-c (mg/dl), LDL-c (mg/dl), Triglycerides (mg/dl), HbA1c (%), Fibrinogen (mg/dl) and us-CRP (mg/L).

### 3.4 IMPROVED FUZZY C MEANS CLUSTERING (IFCM)

As the first step, before the application of the Classification algorithms, aiming at validating the chosen classes using the unsupervised methods. In this work uses an Improved Fuzzy c means (IFCM) clustering to validate the preprocessed dataset, then assign class labels to similar cluster, the clustering algorithm. The process of stepwise regression involves of these steps as follows:

1. Choose the number of clusters $c$, fuzziness index $m$, iteration error $\varepsilon$, maximum iterations $T$, and initialize the membership degree matrix $U^{(0)}$.
2. Get the initial centroids.
3. Calculate the dot density of every data point.
4. And when the iteration index is $t(t = 1, 2, ..., T)$.
5. Updating the membership degree matrix $U^{(\varepsilon)}$ and cluster centroids $V^{(\varepsilon)}$.
6. Calculate the value of the objective function $J^{(\varepsilon)}$.
7. If $|U^{(\varepsilon)} - U^{(\varepsilon+1)}| < \varepsilon$ or $t = T$, then stop iteration and get the membership degree matrix $U$ and the cluster centroids $V$, otherwise set and return to step (4).

### 3.5 SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE CLASSIFICATION FOR PREDICTION OF TYPE 2 DIABETES WITH HEART DISEASE RISKS

From this results finally the cluster are formed either class label yes or class label no for classification of type 2 diabetes patients reduced dimensionality data in the PCA. Finally perform classification task for unsupervised class labels results from Improved Fuzzy c means (IFCM) clustering. The clustered results are taken as input to support vector machine (SVM) classification task for prediction of type 2 diabetes patient with heart disease risks. The Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a classification technique based on statistical learning theory [23], [24] that was applied with great success in many challenging non-linear classification problems and was successfully applied to large data sets. The SVM algorithm finds a hyper plane that optimally splits the type 2 diabetes clustered data results from IFCM training set. The optimal hyper plane can be distinguished by the maximum margin of separation between all clustered input data as training points and the hyper plane. Looking at a two-dimensional prediction problem we actually want to find a line that “best” separates type 2 diabetes with heart disease risk factor clustered data points in the positive class from points in the negative class. The hyper plane is characterized by a decision function like,

$$f(x) = \text{sgn}(w, \phi(x)) + b$$

(7)

where $w$ is the weight vector for clustered data , orthogonal to the hyper plane, $b$ is a scalar that represents the margin of the hyper plane, $x$ is the current clustered sample tested, $\phi(x)$ is a kernel function that transforms the input data into a higher dimensional feature space and $\text{sgn}$ is the signum function.

**EXPERIMENTATION RESULTS**

The data were not specifically collected for a research study. As part of routine patient management, UCHT collected diabetic patients’ information from 2000 to 2004 in a clinical information system (Diamond, Hicom Technology). The data contained physiological and laboratory information for 3857 patients, described by 410 features. The patients included not only type 2 diabetic patients, but also type 1 and other types of diabetes such as gestational diabetes. Some measure of evaluating performance have to be introduced. One common measure in the literature [26] is accuracy defined as correct classified instances divided by the total number of instances. The true positives (TP) and true negatives (TN) are correct classifications. A false positive (FP) occurs when the outcome is incorrectly predicted as yes (or positive) when it is actually no (negative). A false negative
(FN) occurs when the outcome is incorrectly predicted as no when it is actually yes. In this study we use following equation to measure the accuracy Eq. (9), specificity Eq. (10), sensitivity Eq. (11)

\[ \text{Accuracy} = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + TN + FP + FN} \]  
\[ \text{Sensitivity} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \]  
\[ \text{Specificity} = \frac{TN}{TN + FP} \]

These parameters can be used to measure accuracy, sensitivity and specificity, respectively. Sensitivity is also referred to as the true positive rate that is, the proportion of positive tuples that are correctly identified, while specificity is the true negative rate that is, the proportion of negative tuples that are correctly identified.

Table 1: Prediction methods results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>IFCM-SVM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>93.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>90.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>54.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. CONCLUSION

Type 2 diabetes confers a high degree of heart disease risk brought about by multiplicative risk factors. This work presents an efficient prediction model to analysis the risk of heart disease factors in T2D patient records, to analyze the patient records. Initially the records are preprocessed and reduced dimension of the features using Principal component analysis. Risk factors are calculated using information gain and entropy measure, then unsupervised learning using Improved Fuzzy C Means (IFCM) clustering algorithm, finally support vector machine is discussed to perform prediction of T2D with heart disease risk factors. New studies investigating prediction of heart disease among patients with type 2 diabetes should, in our view, focus on further validating the performance of existing K means unsupervised learning with other techniques for assessing their impact on treatment and prevention of cardiovascular events instead of developing new prediction models.
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